
In the diploma work, we have treated of the problems concerning retlexive
and possessive pronouns "se" (oneself) and "svůj" (my, yOUf, and so on) above aH.
In the introduction, we have orientated our attention first to deictic words, and
successively we got the general description of pronouns in Czech language, where we
came principally to possessive and retlexive pronouns. We have concluded that these
pronouns are very difficult for foreign student s learning Czech language.
We stopped at personal retlexive pronoun "se" (oneself) and "si" (to oneself),
pronoun expressing that a person or a thing, this is indicating, is identical with the
originator of an action. This originator of an action is usually expressed by the subject
and the action by a definite verb but it is possible that it can be expressed by another way
as object or infinitive for instance. (see l.2.)
From the point of view of the delimitation of lexical language it is necessary
to give attention to the ambiguity of the retlexive pronoun ,,se" (oneself). If this is
fulfilling the function of an article of object in a sentence construction (myl se - he
washed himselj), it is real retlexive pronoun, and consequently an independent lexical
unit. If it is part of a retlexive verb (přiznat se - to confess himselj), ifthe case may be of
a retlexive tantum (smát se - to laugh himselj), the matter is of an independent morpheme
(as the case may be of a word forming formant) of a formally binomiallexical unit.
Retlexive verbs are a verbal form being composed offorms ofthe proper verb
and of double form of the retlexive pronoun ,,se" (onself) or "si" (to oneself). These
verbs have two different meanings. On the one hand these are expressing a grammatical
meaning at subjective verbs, and on the other hand at transitional subjective verbs this is
further expressing a verbal action touching the subject of its proper activity.


